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Securing Instant Messaging
By  C a r ey  N a c h e nb e r g

Instant Messaging (IM) is quickly gaining popularity with the
public and with corporate America. Unfortunately, IM was not
designed with security in mind. This ar ticle addresses IM’s
vulnerabilities and offers suggestions to help corporations
keep their IM environments secure.

FROM
its beginnings as a simple
buddy-to-buddy chatting serv-

ice, instant messaging (IM) has blossomed to
become a staple for tens of millions of
Internet users. Popular systems such as
America Online’s Instant Messenger,
Microsoft’s MSN Messenger, ICQ and
Internet Relay Chat (IRC) have changed the
way we communicate with our friends,
acquaintances, and, now, business colleagues.
Once limited to desktops, popular IM systems
are now finding their way onto handheld
devices and cellular telephones, allowing us to
chat from virtually anywhere. In addition,
according to IDC, the number of corporate IM
users is expected to grow to a whopping 300
million by 2005.

Like the Palm Pilot, instant messaging has
quietly worked its way into corporate
America. IM systems, while not supported by
many IT departments, are quickly gaining
popularity with knowledge workers who find
these systems faster and more convenient than
e-mail or telephone.

While instant messaging may seem like a
new technology, it is actually decades old.
Jarkko Oikarinen developed the first system,
IRC, in 1988. This system, still in use, allows
users to form ad-hoc discussion groups, chat
with one another and exchange files. Since the
introduction of IRC, many new IM systems
have been launched; for example, ICQ, AOL
Instant Messenger (AIM), MSN Messenger and
Yahoo Messenger. While each of these systems

offers different bells and whistles, they all
provide the same basic service: peer-to-peer
real-time chatting and file transfer capabilities.

INSTANT MESSAGING’S
VULNERABILITIES

Most IM systems in use today were
designed with scalability in mind rather than
security. Virtually all freeware IM systems
lack encryption capabilities, and most have
features to bypass traditional corporate fire-
walls, making it difficult for administrators to
control their use inside the organization.
Many of these systems have insecure password
management and are vulnerable to account
spoofing and potentially to denial-of-service
attacks as well.

The bottom line is that IM systems meet all
the criteria required to make them an ideal
platform for fast spreading computer worms
and blended threats. For instance:

� IM is quickly becoming ubiquitous
� IM provides an able communications

infrastructure
� IM has integrated directories that can be

used to locate new targets (i.e. buddy lists)
� In many cases, IM can be controlled by

easy-to-write scripts

The majority of IM systems employ client-
server architecture. Users install IM clients on
their client machines, and these software

clients then communicate with an IM server in
the messaging provider’s infrastructure to
exchange messages. In most instances, mes-
sages are not sent from one user’s computer
directly to his or her buddy, but rather from
the first user to an IM server over the public
Internet, and then down to the recipient. In
almost all IM systems, messages sent between
users are plainly visible (unencrypted) and
susceptible to eavesdropping.

FILE TRANSFERS VIA IM

Instant messaging systems also allow users
to exchange files with each other, again, in an
unencrypted form. Such file transfers can
cause the spread of traditional viruses, worms
and Trojan horses as well as blended threats.
Furthermore, while it is technically feasible to
build security products that scan IM file
transfers as they pass through the corporate
firewall, no security vendor yet offers such
gateway scanning solutions. This is due in
part to the proprietary nature of the IM proto-
cols, although some companies are investigat-
ing such technology. Consequently, the best
protection against any threats spread through
IM file transfers is to deploy up-to-date
antivirus software on all client desktops.

IM SCRIPTING’S DOWNSIDE

Some of the most popular IM platforms
offer scripting capabilities, enabling users to
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write Visual Basic, JavaScript, proprietary
script code or standard Windows programs to
control various features in the messaging
client. Such scripts can instruct the IM client
to automatically contact other users, send
files, change program settings and perform
other potentially malicious actions. This func-
tionality, while offering convenience, also
enables the spread of computer worms and
blended threats; there are already dozens of
known script-based IM worms including
W32.Aplore@mm, W32.Holar.A@mm, and
W32.AimVen.Worm, making this a far-from-
hypothetical problem.

Discovered in April 2002, Aplore was one
of the first IM blended threats because it was
a mass-mailer that propagated via not only
Outlook, but also through IRC and AIM.
When an infected machine connected to IRC
or AIM, the worm would send a Web link to
IRC channels or AIM contacts, which refer-
enced an .html file that was dropped on the
infected computer. The file displayed as a
Web page, which asked the visitor to run a
copy of the worm, and then the process
would begin all over again. While its pay-
load was minimal, Aplore’s use of both
Outlook and IM to spread quickly was an
eye opener.

Again, it is critical to deploy antivirus pro-
tection on all desktops to protect against such
IM-based malicious code.

ADDITIONAL IM
EXPLOITS

Like all Internet-enabled software, IM
programs can have bugs that may be exploit-
ed by attackers over the Internet. Through
attacks such as buffer overflows and mal-
formed data-packets, an attacker could
potentially gain access to any PC where a
vulnerable IM client is installed. In addition,
many IM vendors have added non-chat-related
features that open the IM client software to
the Internet and potentially increase its vul-
nerability to attack. Finally, a number of IM
systems are vulnerable to account hijacking
or spoofing. Such vulnerabilities could allow
an attacker to hijack another user’s IM
account and impersonate that user in conver-
sations with others. Alternatively, an attacker
could potentially crack the poorly secured
password files (stored on the desktop com-
puter by many IM systems) and use these
passwords to hack into other corporate systems,
since users often use the same password on
multiple systems.

IM VS. THE FIREWALL

Many corporate customers may wish to use
their firewall to block users from communicat-
ing over insecure IM systems. Unfortunately,
out-of-the-box firewall configurations are
often not sufficient to block access to the lat-
est generation of popular IM systems. These
IM systems were designed with firewalls in
mind, and the systems employ a number of
techniques to sneak past corporate firewalls to
reach their servers.

Many companies configure their perimeter
firewalls to block all Internet services except
for a small critical set (for example, SMTP
e-mail, HTTP Web surfing and DNS).
Because of this limitation, IM providers have
designed their IM clients to tunnel over these
commonly allowed Internet services. If
required, this design lets the IM client slip past
the corporate firewall.

To block IM clients in your corporation, you
must prevent them from reaching their IM
servers. To do this, the firewall administrator
must add either the server address name(s) (for
example, instantmessageserver.chatservice.com)
or the server IP addresses (for example,
11.22.33.44, 11.22.33.45, etc.) to the firewall
block list for every IM service that is to be
blocked. Given that some IM systems (such
as IRC) can connect to multiple independent
servers, blocking these systems requires a
fair amount of research; however, this is the
only way to achieve the desired results with
any certainty.

IM SECURITY BEST PRACTICES

IM systems are rapidly working their way
into corporations because of their efficiency
and convenience. Unfortunately, many of the
current IM systems have woefully inadequate
security and can expose your enterprise to
serious breaches. Following is a list of recom-
mendations to help administrators secure their
IM environments:

1. Establish a corporate IM usage policy.
Given the risks involved in using public
IM systems, consider prohibiting
the use of public IM systems entirely,
or ask employees to refrain from using
public IM systems for business
communications.

2. Properly configure corporate
perimeter firewalls. Configure perimeter
firewalls to block all non-approved IM
systems. Given that the firewall must

block both messaging and file transfers,
add firewall rules for both cases. To
block messaging, add rules to the
firewall to block access to all popular
IM servers. If this is not feasible,
configure the firewall to block commonly
used IM port numbers from all clients
on the network. Note, however, that this
still permits properly configured IM
clients to tunnel through the firewall. To
block file transfers, identify the port
number(s) used for peer-to-peer file
transfers by each IM product and
configure the firewall to block all
communications over those port(s).

3. Deploy desktop antivirus software.
Because current corporate firewalls are
unable to scan IM file transfers for
computer viruses, worms and Trojan
horses, roll out up-to-date antivirus
protection on all desktops. Desktop
antivirus is currently the last—and
only—line of defense against
IM-delivered malicious code.

4. Employ desktop firewalls to ensure
policy compliance.Desktop firewalls
can be configured to prevent
uncertified/unapproved programs,
including unapproved IM products,
from communicating over the Internet.
A desktop firewall can provide far more
granular protection than a perimeter
firewall. The desktop firewall can be
configured to permit or deny
communications on a per-program basis
(for example, Chat Program A can use
the Internet, but Chat Program B cannot
use the Internet). On the other hand, the
perimeter firewall can provide only a
blanket policy for the entire machine.

5. Deploy corporate IM servers.If
possible, deploy a secure IM server on
the company network and configure all
IM clients to connect to this server. A
number of private companies offer IM
products for sale to corporations. In
addition, systems such as IRC can be
obtained for very reasonable prices (or
free). You can deploy one or more such
IM servers within your corporate
network to ensure that all internal IM
communications are kept behind the
corporate firewall.

6. Recommended IM client settings.If
you choose to use an external IM
system—one whose servers are operated
by the IM provider—keep the following
in mind:
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A) For the best security, do not use any
external IM system that does not
employ a certified encryption system.

B) Configure all IM clients so that they
will accept chat requests only from
users specified in the employees’
buddy lists. This prevents attackers
from connecting to computers on
your network and sending malicious
code. Only those users explicitly
specified by your employees should
be able to contact them.

C) Either configure the IM system to
block file transfers or allow such
transfers only from users specified on
the buddy list. If this is not feasible,
configure the IM software to prompt
the employee before all file transfers.

D) Configure the IM system to use
antivirus software to scan file
transfers, if supported.

E) Configure IM accounts so they are not
listed on public servers. This further
prevents unsolicited chat requests.

7. Install all IM patches as soon as possible.
Roll out new fixes as soon as possible
when holes or bugs are found in corporate

IM systems. CodeRed, Nimda and even
the Internet Worm of 1988 all used
known holes to spread to new systems.
There will likely be future attacks on IM
systems employing similar techniques.

8. Use vulnerability management
solutions to ensure policy compliance.
Use vulnerability management tools to
ensure that users do not change their IM
client settings in a manner that violates
the company policy. Such tools can
provide the administrator with an overall
view of IM policy compliance and
facilitate the process of updating those
machines that violate the policy.
Vulnerability management tools also
help the administrator determine
whether the IM software is up to date,
whether users are running versions with
security holes or buffer-overflow
vulnerabilities, and whether users are
running company-required antivirus and
personal firewall packages.

CONCLUSION

Ideally, corporations looking to leverage
instant messaging should deploy a secure,

corporate-focused IM solution within the
company network and layer suitable security
systems on top of this solution (antivirus,
firewalls, vulnerability management, etc.).
However, many companies continue to employ
popular free IM services. These organizations
need to understand the associated security
risks and plan appropriately.

Clearly, the growth of IM systems will
bring great efficiencies to the global work-
place. Securing these systems will enable us to
reap their full benefits.  

NaSPA member Carey Nachenberg, chief architect
at Symantec Corporation, is one of the world’s top
computer virus experts. An innovator at Symantec
for the past twelve years, he designs and develops
antivirus, content security, firewall and vulnerability
assessment technology for Symantec’s award-
winning line of products.
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